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B O T T O M  L I N E :
FEDERAL AND STATE POLICYMAKERS MUST REVERSE THE 

DISINCENTIVES CREATED BY THE UI BOOST.

K E Y  F I N D I N G S

UI PAYMENTS FOR LOW-WAGE 
WORKERS HAVE NEARLY 

QUADRUPLED.

4

SMALL BUSINESSES WOULD  
HAVE TO PAY AT LEAST $21  

PER HOUR TO COMPETE  
WITH UNEMPLOYMENT.

3

THE UI BOOST HAS MADE IT  
NEARLY TWICE AS LUCRATIVE  
FOR LOW-WAGE WORKERS TO 
REMAIN ON UNEMPLOYMENT.

2

THE TEMPORARY UI BOOST 
IS HARMING THE AMERICAN 

ECONOMY, INCLUDING  
LOW-WAGE WORKERS.
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Overview 

The American economy has experienced severe turbulence 
over the last several months, both due to COVID-19 and 
the consequences of the policy response to address the 
pandemic. Mandated state shutdowns of businesses 
across the nation caused economic activity to come to a 
screeching halt.1 More than 51 million Americans have filed 
for unemployment insurance (UI) benefits since mid-March—
causing UI trust funds across the nation to plummet.2-3 

Unfortunately, the response to the crisis by federal 
policymakers contained in the Families First Coronavirus 
Response Act (FFCRA) and the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and 
Economic Security (CARES) Act made the situation worse. 
These two pieces of legislation drastically expanded UI 
benefits through longer benefit duration, the suspension 
of work search requirements, the inclusion of newly eligible 
individuals, and a $600-per-week unemployment boost.4-6 

The $600 UI boost created a situation where unemployment 
pays better than work for most Americans. In fact, 68 percent 
of workers are being paid more on unemployment than 
they were earning previously, with one in five earning double 
their prior wages.7 This severe disincentive to work has sent 
shockwaves throughout the economy, making it more 
difficult for struggling businesses to hire workers, all while 
continuing to drain states’ UI funds.8-9 This is especially true 
for low-wage occupations, which have been severely hurt 
by this poor policy decision. Meanwhile, some in Congress 
are pushing to extend this temporary UI boost by another six 
months, which would have further negative consequences 
for an economic recovery.10-11

This severe 
disincentive to 
work has sent 

shockwaves 
throughout 

the economy, 
making it 

more difficult 
for struggling 
businesses to 

hire workers, all 
while continuing 

to drain states’ 
UI funds.
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ECONOMIC 
SHUTDOWNS HAVE 

DISPROPORTIONATELY 
AFFECTED WORKERS 
IN LOWER-PAYING 

JOBS

The temporary UI boost is harming 
the American economy, including 
low-wage workers 

In addition to directly incentivizing unemployment, the 
$600-per-week UI bump has had adverse ripple effects 
throughout the economy. Small businesses across the 
country are desperately struggling to compete with 
unemployment benefits in order to rehire their workers 
and reopen their businesses.12 This challenge for small 
businesses has, unfortunately, resulted in more than 140,000 
closing permanently.13 Despite efforts to raise wages, many 
employers are stuck without a workforce to hire from.14 As 
a result, even as states reopen, many small businesses find 
themselves unable to. 

Unfortunately, the UI boost has only made economic 
conditions worse in the long run. Despite a massive increase 
in unemployment benefits, personal consumption has 
declined sharply.15 The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 
estimates that the decline in real GDP and unemployment 
will have long-term negative effects on the American 
economy.16 Even worse, the CBO concludes that extending 
the UI boost would slow recovery, reduce economic output, 
and increase unemployment.17 

Businesses and sectors with low-wage workers have been 
among the most severely impacted by COVID-19 and 
government-mandated shutdowns. The U.S. Department 
of Labor, for example, determined that workers’ “wages 
are considerably lower in the highly exposed sector,” and 
that the economic shutdowns have “disproportionately 
affect[ed] workers in lower paying jobs.”18-19 

However, the UI boost has severely exacerbated the situation 
for low-wage employment sectors by actively encouraging 
these workers to remain unemployed. 
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LOW-WAGE  
WORKERS MAKE 

MORE BY REMAINING 
UNEMPLOYED

Average weekly prior earnings 
and average weekly UI benefits 

for low-wage workers

Source: Author’s calculations

$445

$832

Previous 
wages

Unemployment 
benefits 

The UI boost has made it nearly twice 
as lucrative for low-wage workers to 
remain on unemployment 

The UI boost has created an economic environment where 
unemployment is more lucrative than working, especially 
for low-wage workers. Indeed, as a direct result of the UI 
boost, unemployed low-wage workers are now receiving 
nearly twice as much money on unemployment than 
they earned while working.20 A low-wage worker previously 
earning $445 per week—roughly $23,000 per year—is now 
collecting $832 per week in unemployment benefits—the 
equivalent of more than $43,000 annually.21 

In some states, the situation is far more dire. In New Mexico, 
for example, the average low-wage worker is collecting 
unemployment benefits worth nearly 2.3 times their previous 
wages—all without ever showing up for a single day of 
work.22 

While the unemployment boost may be temporary, the job 
losses it has caused could become permanent as small 
businesses are forced to close because they can’t compete 
with the government. 
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Small businesses would have to pay 
at least $21 per hour to compete with 
unemployment 

Small businesses trying to reopen and rehire employees 
must now directly compete with the unemployment system. 
At least 68 percent of people receiving UI benefits are paid 
more to remain unemployed than they would earn returning 
to work.23 The average unemployed low-wage worker 
is collecting $832 in benefits per week, meaning small 
businesses would need to offer low-skilled positions at least 
$21 per hour on a 40-hour work week in order to compete 
with unemployment benefits.24 

But even these higher wages may not be enough to bring 
unemployed workers back into the labor force, as they would 
have to work full-time at those much higher wages to earn 
what they are already collecting in unemployment benefits 
while not working. Even worse, this does not take into account 
the value of other welfare benefits they may be receiving, 
such as food stamps or Medicaid. Small businesses simply 
cannot compete with the unemployment system paying 
people more to stay at home than accept a job. This has 
led to widespread fear among struggling companies, with 
nearly two-thirds of small business owners fearing that their 
employees will not return.25 

Put simply, across the nation—and as a direct result of bad 
government policy—unemployment has become far more 
attractive than work. 

SMALL BUSINESSES 
WOULD NEED TO 
OFFER AT LEAST 

$21 PER HOUR TO 
COMPETE WITH 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

BENEFITS
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UI payments for low-wage workers have 
nearly quadrupled 

Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, the average low-wage 
worker going onto unemployment collected the equivalent 
of roughly 52 percent of their previous earnings.26 This is 
what the unemployment insurance system was intended 
for: to provide a temporary and partial replacement of 
wages while an individual is looking for a new job. 

However, the UI boost contained in the CARES Act has 
fundamentally changed this. Now, the average wage 
replacement rate for a low-wage worker is an astonishing 
187 percent, which is 3.6 times greater than pre-COVID-19 
wage replacement rates.27 This has fundamentally altered 
the function of the unemployment insurance system in a 
perverse manner. 

UI PAYMENTS HAVE SKYROCKETED
UI wage replacement rates by state for low-wage workers

 150-200% 

 200%+ 

In certain states, the wage replacement rate is even higher. 
In West Virginia, for example, the wage replacement rate 
for low-wage workers is 223 percent—far above their pre-
COVID-19 wage replacement rate of 53 percent.28 

In short, UI payments have nearly quadrupled on average, 
and have risen even higher in many states.29 The UI boost 
has had a disastrous impact on employment and is 
economically unsustainable. 

Now, the 
average wage 

replacement 
rate for a low-

wage worker is 
an astonishing 

187 percent, 
which is 3.6 

times greater 
than pre-

COVID-19 wage 
replacement 

rates.
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Bottom line: Federal and state 
policymakers must act to reverse UI 
boost disincentives 

The economic harm caused by the UI boost is severe and 
indisputable—but it can be mitigated through the actions of 
state and federal policymakers. 

States can and should make it easier for employers to report 
individuals who refuse suitable work.30 State policymakers 
should also make it clear this refusal of work constitutes 
fraud and will not be tolerated in their state.31 Currently, 
businesses may not be aware of their options, or are marred 
down by time-consuming paperwork and bureaucratic 
reporting processes that would discourage them from 
taking action.32-33 State policymakers should both clarify 
the consequences of refusing suitable work and streamline 
pathways to report instances of fraud. 

At the federal level, the Senate and the Trump administra-
tion should reject any extension of the UI boost, as has been 
called for by House Democrats.34 Instead, they should al-
low this boost to expire at the end of July as scheduled. An  
extension of the UI boost would mean further detrimental 
effects on unemployment and output and would place  
already struggling small businesses in an irreparable situa-
tion.35 An expiration, on the other hand, would help fuel a 
desperately needed American recovery.

As states reopen, businesses should be able to reopen as 
well—but they need workers. State and federal policymakers 
must take steps to discourage UI fraud and let the UI boost 
expire as scheduled in order to fast track the economic 
recovery.

State and 
federal 

policymakers 
must take steps 

to discourage UI 
fraud and let the 

UI boost expire 
as scheduled 

in order to 
fast track the 

economic 
recovery.
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APPENDIX 1 

CARES ACT UI BOOST PAYS LOW-WAGE WORKERS MORE THAN PREVIOUS 
EARNINGS
Prior weekly earnings and UI benefits under the CARES Act for workers in the 25th  
income percentile, by state 

STATE PRIOR WEEKLY 
EARNINGS

WEEKLY UI BENEFITS 
UNDER THE CARES ACT

Alabama $400 $816

Alaska $477 $825

Arizona $438 $828

Arkansas $381 $785

California $438 $819

Colorado $477 $887

Connecticut $462 $832

Delaware $400 $828

Florida $419 $809

Georgia $415 $855

Hawaii $462 $887

Idaho $381 $792

Illinois $438 $806

Indiana $438 $797

Iowa $438 $845

Kansas $438 $841

Kentucky $385 $832

Louisiana $400 $840

Maine $400 $836

Maryland $528 $887

Massachusetts $535 $856

Michigan $477 $854

Minnesota $467 $831

Mississippi $362 $782
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STATE PRIOR WEEKLY 
EARNINGS

WEEKLY UI BENEFITS 
UNDER THE CARES ACT

Missouri $438 $828

Montana $382 $791

Nebraska $438 $810

Nevada $437 $826

New Hampshire $477 $840

New Jersey $535 $910

New Mexico $342 $783

New York $490 $853

North Carolina $400 $800

North Dakota $438 $819

Ohio $466 $825

Oklahoma $400 $828

Oregon $438 $872

Pennsylvania $438 $823

Rhode Island $487 $843

South Carolina $438 $819

South Dakota $419 $809

Tennessee $438 $819

Texas $438 $828

Utah $438 $815

Vermont $456 $862

Virginia $438 $828

Washington $535 $867

West Virginia $352 $785

Wisconsin $417 $817

Wyoming $437 $826

U.S. AVERAGE $445 $832

Source: Author’s calculations

APPENDIX 1 CONTINUED
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APPENDIX 2 

CARES ACT UI BOOST NEARLY QUADRUPLED WAGE REPLACEMENT RATES
Normal UI wage replacement rate and UI wage replacement rate under the CARES Act for 
workers in the 25th income percentile, by state 

STATE NORMAL UI WAGE 
REPLACEMENT RATE

UI WAGE REPLACEMENT RATE 
UNDER THE CARES ACT

Alabama 54% 204%

Alaska 48% 173%

Arizona 52% 189%

Arkansas 48% 206%

California 50% 187%

Colorado 60% 186%

Connecticut 50% 180%

Delaware 57% 207%

Florida 50% 193%

Georgia 62% 206%

Hawaii 62% 192%

Idaho 50% 208%

Illinois 47% 184%

Indiana 45% 182%

Iowa 57% 193%

Kansas 55% 192%

Kentucky 60% 216%

Louisiana 60% 210%

Maine 59% 209%

Maryland 54% 168%

Massachusetts 48% 160%

Michigan 53% 179%

Minnesota 50% 178%

Mississippi 50% 216%

Missouri 52% 189%
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STATE NORMAL UI WAGE 
REPLACEMENT RATE

UI WAGE REPLACEMENT RATE 
UNDER THE CARES ACT

Montana 50% 207%

Nebraska 48% 185%

Nevada 52% 189%

New Hampshire 50% 176%

New Jersey 58% 170%

New Mexico 53% 229%

New York 52% 174%

North Carolina 50% 200%

North Dakota 50% 187%

Ohio 48% 177%

Oklahoma 57% 207%

Oregon 62% 199%

Pennsylvania 51% 188%

Rhode Island 50% 173%

South Carolina 50% 187%

South Dakota 50% 193%

Tennessee 50% 187%

Texas 52% 189%

Utah 49% 186%

Vermont 58% 189%

Virginia 52% 189%

Washington 50% 162%

West Virginia 53% 223%

Wisconsin 52% 196%

Wyoming 52% 189%

U.S. AVERAGE 52% 187%

Source: Author’s calculations

APPENDIX 2 CONTINUED
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APPENDIX 3 

SMALL BUSINESSES WOULD HAVE TO PAY AT LEAST $21 PER HOUR TO COMPETE 
WITH UNEMPLOYMENT 
Minimum hourly wage needed for a 40-hour work week to match UI benefits under the 
CARES Act for workers in the 25th income percentile, by state 

STATE
REQUIRED HOURLY WAGE 
RATE TO MATCH CARES 

ACT UI PAYMENTS

Alabama $20.40

Alaska $20.63

Arizona $20.70

Arkansas $19.62

California $20.48

Colorado $22.18

Connecticut $20.79

Delaware $20.70

Florida $20.22

Georgia $21.37

Hawaii $22.18

Idaho $19.81

Illinois $20.15

Indiana $19.93

Iowa $21.13

Kansas $21.02

Kentucky $20.79

Louisiana $21.00

Maine $20.90

Maryland $22.18

Massachusetts $21.40

Michigan $21.35

Minnesota $20.78

Mississippi $19.55

Missouri $20.70

Montana $19.77

STATE
REQUIRED HOURLY WAGE 
RATE TO MATCH CARES 

ACT UI PAYMENTS

Nebraska $20.26

Nevada $20.65

New Hampshire $20.99

New Jersey $22.74

New Mexico $19.58

New York $21.32

North Carolina $20.00

North Dakota $20.48

Ohio $20.62

Oklahoma $20.70

Oregon $21.79

Pennsylvania $20.59

Rhode Island $21.06

South Carolina $20.48

South Dakota $20.22

Tennessee $20.48

Texas $20.70

Utah $20.37

Vermont $21.55

Virginia $20.70

Washington $21.67

West Virginia $19.62

Wisconsin $20.43

Wyoming $20.65

U.S. AVERAGE $20.80

Source: Author’s calculations
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